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Abstract
Research Summary:This study uses agent-basedmod-
els (ABMs) to compare the impacts of three differ-
ent types of interventions targeting recruitment to
terrorism—community workers at community centers;
community-oriented policing; and an employment pro-
gram for high-risk agents. The first two programs
are social interventions that focus on de-radicalization
and changing the dispositions of agents in the model,
whereas the employment program focuses on “deflec-
tion” and represents a situational/opportunity reduc-
ing approach to prevention. The results show signifi-
cant impacts of the community worker and community
policing interventions on radicalization but no signif-
icant impact on recruitment. In contrast, the employ-
ment intervention had a strong and significant impact
on recruitment, but little impact on radicalization.
Policy Implications: Our ABM simulations challenge
the reliance of existing programs to reduce recruit-
ment to terrorism on counter and de-radicalization
approaches. Instead they suggest that policy makers
should focus more attention on deflection and opportu-
nity reduction. At the same time, our ABMs point to the
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salience of social interventions focusing on risk and pro-
tective factors for reducing radicalization in society.

KEYWORDS
agent-based modeling, radicalization, recruitment, terrorism

Programs that aim to reduce recruitment to terrorist groups have been based primarily on the logic
that society should focus on tackling the risk and protective factors that underpin radicalization
(National Academy of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017). The assumption is that if gov-
ernment can reduce radicalization, it will also reduce recruitment. In this context, social programs
that focus on counter and de-radicalization have become the predominant approach in prevent-
ing recruitment to terrorism (Koehler, 2019). Although reducing radicalization is clearly a positive
outcome for democratic societies, it may not necessarily be the most efficient or effective way to
reduce recruitment. More than 40 years ago, Clarke (1980) argued that there was a “dispositional”
bias in prevention programs in which criminologists and crime prevention experts were primar-
ily interested in changing criminals’ attitudes toward crime as a means to reducing crime. Clarke
(1980) suggested that rather than trying to change dispositions themselves, changing situational
factors related to crime may achieve better results. Analogously, countering radicalization may
not even be necessary for preventing recruitment, and situational approaches may be appropriate
for preventing recruitment to terrorism as well (Bjørgo, 2013, 2016).
Although there is a strong research literature that examines the relationship between risk fac-

tors and radicalization (see Wolfowicz et al., 2020, 2021), we have little solid evidence regarding
whether counter-radicalization programs will actually reduce radical attitudes or recruitment to
terrorist groups (Gielen, 2019; Koehler & Fiebig, 2019; Pisoui & Ahmed, 2016). There are few eval-
uations of counter-radicalization programs, and they are generally of low methodological quality
(see Jugl et al., 2020). In turn, we are not aware of any quantitative evaluations of programs that
seek to reduce recruitment. Importantly, a key problem in developing studies of this type is the
low base rates of recruitment to terrorism, making it difficult to develop statistically powerful
outcome evaluations.
In this study, we rely on agent-based models (ABMs) to examine how different programmatic

approaches can be expected to impact upon radicalization and recruitment to terrorism. Although
ABMs cannot replace field experiments, they can give policymakers a good indication as to which
initiatives are more likely to be successful in the real world, and whether logic models for inter-
ventions operate as envisioned (Eck & Liu, 2008; Groff & Mazerolle, 2008; Weisburd et al., 2017).
In our case, ABMs allow for the examination of the impacts of different types of interventions
on radicalization and recruitment to terrorism with large populations of affected individuals in a
context in which the base characteristics of agents exposed to treatment, and their environmental
and social contexts, are the same for each experiment.
Our ABM experiments are enacted in a European context both because the European Union

has taken a leadership role in the development of programs to reduce recruitment to terrorism
(European Commission, 2014, 2016) and because funding for the development of our ABM was
provided by the Horizon 2020 grant program of the European Union. At the same time, research
on radicalization and terrorism more generally suggests that similar risk and protective factors
are found in Europe and North America (Ozer et al., 2020; Vergani et al., 2020; Wolfowicz et al.,
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WEISBURD et al. 463

2021a). In line with current approaches being undertaken in major European cities, we test the
effects of three different interventions for reducing radicalization and recruitment in a prototypi-
cal European city borough. One intervention is based on increasing contacts with pro-social actors
through increasing the number of community workers in centers spread out across a city. The
second focuses on increasing the legitimacy of police, through training community police offi-
cers. These are examples of social interventions meant to decrease the risk of radicalization by
focusing on changing the dispositions of vulnerable populations. Our final intervention provides
employment to vulnerable young people. It is focused on deflection as amechanism for situational
prevention, and does not directly seek to impact radicalization.

1 WHAT INCREASES RISK FOR RADICALIZATION?

Although there are certainlymany definitions of radicalization, there is a general consensus about
the need to differentiate between the cognitive and behavioral outcomes of radicalization. Cogni-
tively, radicalization refers to the support or justification of, or a sense of personal moral obliga-
tion toward, the use of violence in the name of an ideology or cause. Although in any population
there may be a sizeable portion of individuals who fall into this broad category, an exceptionally
small percentage (less than 1%) will ever go on to engage in such radical behaviors (e.g., Bartlett
et al., 2010; Borum, 2014; Hafez & Mullins, 2015; Khalil, 2017; McCauley & Moskalenko, 2017;
Moskalenko & McCauley, 2020; Neumann, 2013).
Like risk and protective factors for other criminal and criminal-analogous outcomes, risk fac-

tors for radicalization can generally be split into categories of static and dynamic factors (Lösel
et al., 2018; Wolfowicz et al., 2020). Static risk factors are the stable, often immutable factors that
are distributed among individuals in a population, manifested as background characteristics or
propensities usually ingrained in individual psychological or personality-related traits (Wikström
& Bouhana, 2017). These factors determine an individual’s risk status. Dynamic factors are mal-
leable and often change over time. Among dynamic factors, attitudinal risk factors are often seen
as providing the greatest opportunity for targeting by interventions. This is because such factors
are open to formation and change through the individual’s experiences and exposures (Akers,
1998; Sampson & Bartusch, 1998). Taken together, “risk status” and dynamic factors determine an
individual’s vulnerability to actual recruitment at a given point in time (Douglas & Skeem, 2005).
In constructing our ABM (see below), we sought to identify a small group of static and dynamic

risk factors that have consistently been found to be key correlates of radicalization. In this con-
text, authoritarian and fundamentalist personality are generally considered key risk factors or
propensities related to radicalization (Pisoiu et al., 2020). Other static risk factors that have been
consistently found to influence likelihood of radicalization are gender and age (Wolfowicz et al.,
2020). Although criminal record (Wolfowicz et al., 2020) and unemployment (Sageman, 2004)
will vary across the life course, they represent key background factors influencing radicalization
at the initiation of our ABM.
Turning to dynamic factors, themost important correlates in terms of the relative magnitude of

their effects are institutional trust and legitimacy, relative deprivation, and integration. Attitudes
pertaining to trust and legitimacy (Fagan & Tyler, 2005; Wolfe et al., 2017), subjective depriva-
tion (Burchardt, 2005; Folger & Kass, 2000), as well as belonging and integration (Thorlindsson
& Bernburg, 2004) are defined in our model below as key attitudes that influence risk for recruit-
ment. Institutional trust relates to the degree to which individuals view the state and its insti-
tutions as having the authority to govern them (Coromina & Peral, 2016). Relative or subjective
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464 WEISBURD et al.

forms of deprivation refer to the individual’s view that their in-group is less well off than a ref-
erence group, often as the result of systematic discrimination (Gurr, 1970; King & Taylor, 2011).
Integration, or acculturation, relates to the degree to which an individual feels a part of their
society (Lyons-Padilla et al., 2015). These factors are also among those most commonly targeted
by counter-radicalization programs (Wolfowicz et al., 2020).

2 FROMRADICALIZATION TO RECRUITMENT

The European Commission defines recruitment as the solicitation of an individual to “commit
or participate in the commission of a terrorist offence, or to join an association or group, for the
purpose of contributing to the commission of one or more terrorist offences by the association or
the group” (Council of Europe, 2005). Although radicalization is often a precondition for recruit-
ment, this is not always the case. In fact, cognitive radicalization and recruitment can take place
simultaneously, with mutually reinforcing effects (McCauley & Moskalenko, 2017; Moghaddam,
2005; Wiktorowicz, 2005). Additionally, as we noted above, a very small proportion of radicalized
individuals will ever become recruited.1
Just as radicalization is insufficient for explaining recruitment, so too are individual propen-

sity and risk unlikely to be fully predictive of who will or will not be recruited. This is because
an individual must also be exposed to radicalizing or recruiting elements, which are to be found
in specific settings, and not all high-risk individuals have equal opportunities for such exposure.
Such risk may be impacted by the differential likelihood of exposure to radicalizing agents and
settings (Akers & Jennings, 2016; Akers & Silverman, 2004; Akins & Winfree, 2016; Pauwels &
Schils, 2016; Wolfowicz et al., 2021b). Situational Action Theory (SAT), for example, argues that
the likelihood that individuals with a given propensity will come to be exposed to situations con-
ducive to radicalization and recruitment is a function of both social and self-selection (Wikström
& Bouhana, 2017).
Recruitment can occur in a number of different ways. Most commonly, recruitment occurs

when a recruiter identifies a suitable recruit and convinces them to join the cause. Recruiters may
recognize the need for additional attitudinal shifts to occur before recruitment can be successful,
and as such they focus their attention on incremental changes in the potential recruit(s) over
a period of sustained interactions (Bouhana, 2013; Yayla, 2020). In other cases, recruiters may
recognize that most individuals in a population simply lack the propensity for recruitment. To
overcome this, they may embed themselves within the population and tailor their “pitches” to
each individual, focusing on those whom they feel have the greatest propensity (Bouhana, 2013).
In other cases, the recruits come to the recruiters themselves, either by chance or because they are
specifically interested in being recruited. In all cases, recruitment is dependent on the convergence
of recruiting forces and potential recruits in time and space. There are multiple different settings
where vulnerable individuals can come into contact with recruiters, such as cafes, parks, religious
institutions, and the Internet. Recognizing that there are certain settings in which recruitment is
more likely to be successful, recruiters may station themselves in such places, which in turn can
become transformed into “recruitment magnets” (Bouhana, 2013).
In line with these perspectives, the likelihood of recruitment is a function of the interaction

between the individual’s characteristics and environment, processes of social and self-selection,
and the differential opportunities for being in settings where one can be exposed to recruiting
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WEISBURD et al. 465

forces (Wikström & Bouhana, 2017). This suggests the importance not only of social interven-
tions that seek to influence radicalization, but also situational prevention approaches focused on
opportunities for recruitment.

3 IS THERE EVALUATION EVIDENCE THAT INTERVENTIONS
REDUCE RECRUITMENT TO TERRORISM?

Despite the strong interest in recruitment to terrorism, and the large number of counter-
radicalization programs that have been developed to reduce recruitment, there is little knowl-
edge about whether such programs actually have the desired impact. In a review of counter-
radicalization programs, Jugl et al. (2020) identify six evaluations of programs that focus primarily
on efforts to reduce radicalization. These programs generally focus on targeting attitudinally ori-
ented factors, with the goal of reducing radicalization. Overall, the programs were found to be
effective, though the methodological quality of the evaluations was generally weak, with five
of the nine evaluations scoring the lowest rater level on the Maryland Scientific Methods scale
(Farrington et al., 2002). Only two of the studies had a control condition compared to the inter-
vention. None of these studies examined recruitment to terrorism (Jugl et al., 2020). A recent
qualitative synthesis of evidence on risk of radicalization also examined diversionary programs,
including employment programs, and concluded that such programs demonstrated mostly posi-
tive outcomes, including reducing vulnerability to recruitment (Hassan et al., 2021).
As we noted earlier, one of the key problems in developing rigorous outcome evaluations

of recruitment programs is the small number of individuals who become recruited to terrorist
groups. ABMovercomes this limitation in realistic simulations and in this context allows us to crit-
ically assess the assumptions underlying the dominant counter and de-radicalization paradigm,
as well as the potential for success of situational prevention interventions.

4 INTERVENTIONS EXAMINED IN THE CURRENT STUDY

As in any experimental program, we were limited in the number of interventions we could exam-
ine. Although ABMs are simulations, and do not require real-world resources and implemen-
tation, they are resource intensive in terms of programming and computer time needed.2 We
opted for three “realistic” interventions that were representative of key themes in the efforts of
policy makers to reduce recruitment. Two represent social interventions that focus on chang-
ing the dispositions of potential recruits: increasing community workers in community centers,
and training the police in community-oriented policing (OSCE, 2014). The third intervention, an
employment program, emphasizes deflection as a mechanism for reducing recruitment. As we
note below, we apply these interventions at high dosages and in this sense our study, like other
applications of ABM, is an “efficacy” study that examines the interventions under ideal conditions
(e.g., Eck & Liu, 2008; Weisburd et al., 2017).

4.1 Community workers in community centers

Community centers and their staff are often conceived as being central to prevention efforts
through their position to identify and report at-risk individuals. However, their role in
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466 WEISBURD et al.

counter-radicalization is more nuanced. Community centers are seen to reduce radicalization
through their promotion of conventional social norms and social ties (Slocum et al., 2013). But
the mere existence of centers is unlikely to have an effect on radicalization. It is only when they
are staffed by highly trained and motivated community workers that they have the potential to
be effective in increasing social cohesion and integration, and combatting radicalization (Mucha,
2017). The development of ties between community workers and agents increases the likelihood
of self-selection, in which citizens will be more likely to come to the centers. In turn, increased
numbers of community workers are likely to increase community center activities, which provide
opportunities for structured, pro-social activities (Zimmerman et al., 2015).
Rather than testing the effects of community workers reporting on high-risk individuals or

introducing new community centers into the communities, we simulate a policy that increases
the number of community workers operating at community centers from one (the present aver-
age in the community that is the basis for our model, see later) to four workers per community
center. In our experiment, all community centerworkers arewell trained to communicate positive
counter-radicalization values to peoplewho visit these centers. This is reflective of the investments
currently being made in many European countries to train and hire more community workers in
order to combat radicalization but for which no current evidence exists concerning the efficacy of
this approach.

4.2 Community policing

Police are also well positioned to build positive relationships in communities that may help to
combat radicalization (Bayley & Weisburd, 2011; Weisburd et al., 2009). However, encounters
with the police also run the risk of contributing to radicalization, by weakening legitimacy and
trust, and increasing feelings of discrimination or injustice (see Donohue, 2008; Tankebe, 2020).
In order to capitalize on the many advantages that police have in the fight against radicalization
and recruitment, and reduce the potential negative backlash of policing on radicalization, many
scholars have suggested that community policing strategies are a potentially effective counter-
radicalization approach (Hasisi et al., 2020; Innes et al., 2017; LaFree & Bersani, 2014). Indeed,
Western countries such as Australia (Dunn et al., 2016), the Netherlands (van de Weert & Eijk-
man, 2021), and the United Kingdom (Spalek, 2010, 2012) place community policing as a central
component of their counter-radicalization policies.
In this regard, it is important to distinguish between community policing’s potential counter-

terrorism and counter-radicalization functions. Although community policing may improve cit-
izens’ willingness to cooperate and thereby improve the abilities of police to prevent terrorism
(Hasisi et al., 2020), our community policing intervention focuses on promoting trust and legiti-
macy, and reducing the negative impacts of traditional police/citizen contacts (Bayley&Weisburd,
2011; Innes et al., 2017; LaFree & Bersani, 2014). To test the effects of a community policing pol-
icy on radicalization and recruitment to terrorism, we model a scenario in which 50% of police
officers in our simulated community are trained in community policing. These police officers are
programmed to communicate legitimacy values to people they have contact with.

4.3 Employment of high-risk individuals

Key to the mechanism of employment’s potential impacts on recruitment is “deflection” and
changes to routine activities (Sampson & Laub, 2005). Time at work is time that is not likely to
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WEISBURD et al. 467

be spent in communication with radicalized individuals, and especially those who have taken
on the role of recruiters (Bouhana & Wikström, 2011; Wikström & Bouhana, 2017). Its primary
impact can be seen as resulting from its serving as a potential diversionary path or “off ramp”
from recruitment (National Academy of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, 2017; Windisch
et al., 2016).
Employment has also been seen as a mechanism for increasing positive social values and ties

through differential associations (Sampson & Laub, 2005) thus also contributing to reducing the
likelihood for radicalization (LaFree & Miller, 2008). Of course, this assumes that interactions at
work arewith individualswho are not themselves radicalized. Examples of employment programs
to reduce recruitment can be found in theUnited Kingdom (Thornton&Bouhana, 2019), Belgium
(DeWaele, 2019), and Australia (Cherney & Belton, 2019). Our experiment considers the effects of
an intervention that increases employment among “high-risk” individuals (see later) to achieve a
rate of 75% employed. We also assess whether the employment intervention impacts recruitment
through the mechanism of de-radicalization or deflection.

5 USING ABM TO DEVELOP EXPERIMENTS SEEKING TO REDUCE
RECRUITMENT TO TERRORISM

ABMs incorporate heterogeneous agents who make decisions in an environment with dynamic
situational characteristics. This combination allows us to identify simulated radicalization and
recruitment outcomes that emerge dynamically from the interactions of individuals in themodel.
In this way, ABM represents a bottom-up approach that more closely approximates how attitudes
and behaviors emerge from interpersonal interactions in the real world (Conte & Paolucci, 2014;
Epstein & Axtell, 1996). Crucially, ABMs comprise a theoretically informed approach to ask the
question: “If this process is a reasonable reflection of reality, then what is the expected outcome?”
(Eck & Liu, 2008, p. 416).
In recent years, there has been several attempts to apply ABM to assess radicalization

(e.g., Galam & Javarone, 2016; Genkin & Gutfraind, 2011; Pruyt & Kwakkel, 2014). However,
these studies have been limited in specific ways. First, with few exceptions, they have failed
to use real-world data to initialize and validate the models. Second, they have often not made
use of theoretically informed models and mechanisms. Third, they have been limited to exam-
ining the cognitive elements of radicalization and have not modeled recruitment. Importantly,
ABMs have been limited to exploring dynamics and have not yet examined interventions (Thorn-
ton, 2015). In contrast, the ABM we develop here is initialized with real-world data, leans on
explicit theoretical assumptions, and compares well-defined interventions against a validated
baseline.We describe inmore detail each element of themodel below (see also Appendix S1: ODD
Protocol).

5.1 The ABM landscape

We implemented our model in NetLogo (Wilensky, 1999), a platform that includes turtles
(henceforth “agents”), patches (places), and links (relationships). Individual agents are a hetero-
geneous set of agents who move around and behave within the model. Patches are square cells
that are superimposed on a two-dimensional plane. Patches represent different types of places,
such as community centers or parks. Links represent the relationships generated between agents
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468 WEISBURD et al.

F IGURE 1 Model depiction

and activities, which are connected to the places in which agents successfully engage in activi-
ties. In the model, agents traverse the landscape, visit different patches, and interact with other
agents in different ways that impact their opinions, risk scores, preferences, routine activities, and
recruitment, which all interact with each other dynamically. Figure 1 illustrates ourmodel, which
is described in more detail below.

5.2 The characteristics of the landscape and population of the model

We sought to identify a borough, or section of a city, whose landscape and population of vul-
nerable individuals was similar to other communities in Europe or elsewhere facing problems
of radicalization and recruitment. Having considered a number of possible locations from which
to model our ABM, and consulting with local experts, we identified Neukölln, Berlin, Germany.
Neukölln, one of Berlin’s largest districts, is home to a diverse population of about 350,000. Since
2011, the borough has also absorbed a large number of immigrants from the Middle East, increas-
ing its immigrant population to over 20%.Neukölln has unfortunately seen its fair share of extrem-
ism from all sides of the spectrum, suffering from violent attacks from right-wing (e.g., Vorre-
iter, 2017), left-wing (e.g., Deutsche Welle, 2016), and Islamist extremists (Deutsche Welle, 2003;
Knight, 2014).
Neukölln has four neighborhoods: Neukölln, Britz/Buckow, Gropiusstadt, and Buckow

Nord/Rudow. Each of these areas differ in terms of their characteristics providing a diverse set
of communities for our model. The number and types of places (e.g., community centers, parks,
public spaces, workplaces, cafes, etc.) for each communitywas determined based on data obtained
from Google Maps. We identified the number of places that could be characterized as normative
or “risky” meeting places, and their locations, as they pertained to Islamic (Becker, 2017, 2019),
right-wing (Lewek, 2016), and left-wing forms of radicalism.3 Given the focus of our inquiry, we
followed previous applications of ABMand implemented an abstract landscape (Groff et al., 2019).
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WEISBURD et al. 469

TABLE 1 Population level data derived from the census

Factor
Area 1
(Neukölln)

Area 2
(Britz/Buckow)

Area 3
(Gropiusstadt)

Area 4 (Buckow
Nord/Rudow)

Population size 155,950 35,751 38,219 29,029
Population density 13,000 13,000 6000 3000
% of males 51.2 47.3 48.1 49.1
% 0–17 16.0 16.0 15.0 16.0
% 18–64 74.0 55.0 58.0 63.0
% 65+ 10.0 28.0 27.0 21.0
% Unemployment males 12.0 12.0 7.5 6.5
% Poverty rates 30.0 35.0 15.0 13.0
Collective relative
deprivation rating
(range: 1–7)

5 5.5 3 1.5

5.3 The ABM population
Agent characteristicswere initialized using data from the Berlin Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
for each of Neukölln’s four neighborhoods (Table 1). Following prior research, for computational
purposes we scaled down our simulated borough to 40,000 agents (Groff et al., 2019; Weisburd
et al., 2017). In order to generate and assign opinion scores to agents, we resampled the 2008
European Values Survey (EVS) for Germany, cross-tabulated the factors, and then distributed the
shared set of characteristics to each individual agent in the population based on their charac-
teristics derived from the census data.4 The result of this approach was that each citizen agent
represents a (re-sampled) survey respondent (Williams et al., 2017).
The equation for assigning propensity to radicalization is represented by Equation (1). Follow-

ing previous studies using the EVS data (Feldman, 2003; Tillman, 2013), the authoritarian per-
sonality variable was derived from 30 items (M = 5.012, SD = 0.918, α = 0.85) made up of three
sets of items in the EVS (see Appendix S2 for a listing of the specific items) that related to child-
rearing attitudes, religious-political attitudes, and deviant-normative behavior tolerance. Because
the EVS data did not include a measure of prior criminality, we used the 2017 Neukölln Crimi-
nality Report and assigned it as a binary characteristic based on its correlation with age, gender,
employment status, and place of residence.5 The weightings (w) for each factor, standardized as
Cohen’s d, were derived from the results of a meta-analysis (Table 2; see Wolfowicz et al., 2020).

Propensity = 𝑤Age + 𝑤Gender + 𝑤(Un)employed + 𝑤Criminalhistory + 𝑤Authoritarianism. (1)

Risk of radicalization is calculated as the individual agent’s propensity plus three key dynamic
factors: trust/legitimacy of authorities, integration/non-integration, and subjective deprivation
(Equation 2). These factors were selected on the basis of (a) their relative importance to radicaliza-
tion among dynamic factors, (b) their classification as attitudinal factors, and (c) their being com-
mon targets of counter-radicalization interventions (Wolfowicz et al., 2021). In our model, these
factors vary and change according to the experiences of the agents over time. Trust/legitimacy
is made up of eight items from the EVS (M = 2.71, SD = 0.526, α = 0.85) assessing respon-
dents’ confidence in social and governmental bodies, including the justice system (Yucel & Ekici,
2014). Integration is based on six items from the EVS (M = 1.85, SD = 0.503, α = 0.69) assessing
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470 WEISBURD et al.

TABLE 2 Risk and protective effects (in Cohen’s d units)a

Factor Risk effect Protective effect
Propensity score
Age (Under 25) 0.10
Male 9.11 –0.07
Unemployed 0.17 –0.18
Criminal history 0.68
Authoritarianism 0.86
Risk score
Integration 0.38 –0.36
Trust/legitimacy 0.55 –0.68
Subjective deprivation 0.29

aDrawn fromWolfowicz et al. (2020).

respondents’ attachment to their society (Voicu & Ramia, 2021). Subjective deprivation is based
on five items (M= 5.316, SD= 0.998, α= 0.69) that measured relative satisfaction with life condi-
tions (Lepianka et al., 2010).6 As above, weighting (w) was based on a meta-analysis (Wolfowicz
et al., 2020).7 With separate risk and protective weights, the scale ranged from –1 to +1 standard
deviations from the mean. For subjective deprivation, for which there are no protective effects,
the scale was from of 0 to +1 standard deviations from the mean.

Risk (radicalization) = Propensity + 𝑤Integration + 𝑤Trust + 𝑤Subjective deprivation. (2)

5.4 Activities of citizen agents

Citizen agents are similar in that they all engage in routine activities, moving around the land-
scape and visiting different “places.” The likelihood that an individual will visit a given place is
a function of social and self-selection processes. In our model, relevant factors include (1) place
of residence, (2) employment status and place off employment, (3) activity history, (4) personal
preferences, and (5) randomness. All agents are assignedwith amandatory 8-h period for sleeping
at home each day. As nothing occurs during this period, we do not model it explicitly.8 Employed
agents spend 8-h per day at work. Outside of these hours, agents can decide to (1) stay at home,
(2) visit different patches, or (3) spend time on the internet. In line with the dynamics of routine
activities, activities are modeled to be more likely to occur in an individual’s immediate activity
space or radius, and the majority of their activities take place in relative proximity to each other.
In order to capture this element of routine activities, the activity radius is set at five patches. Given
that the role of routine activities in our model is to facilitate opportunities for social encounters,
we implement an abstract representation of space in which agents “teleport” between patches
rather than travelling on a street or other type of geographic network (Groff et al., 2019).
The primary activity that we model is inter-agent interaction, of which there are three cat-

egories: (1) speaking, (2) listening, and (3) experiencing. It is through these interactions that
opinion-related dynamic factors are changed, and through which an individual agent can come
to be recruited.Wemodel the process using an opinion dynamicsmodel (see Deffuant et al., 2000,
2002; Flache et al., 2017; Hegselmann & Krause, 2002). In this model, when two agents converge
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WEISBURD et al. 471

F IGURE 2 Opinion dynamics model

at a location at the same time, they are given the opportunity to interact about one or more topics.
We model three topics that agents can choose to discuss when they interact and that pertain to
the dynamic risk factors described earlier: (i) trust in/legitimacy of institutions, (ii) integration,
and (iii) subjective deprivation. Agents may also communicate about their experiences at specific
places. And we include a potential for agents to discuss “other” topics that do not have impact on
either radicalization or recruitment.
The decision to interact and the subsequent effects of the interaction are governed by the

assumption of bounded confidence in which opinion exchange can only occur when the opin-
ions of two agents are close enough to each other, with a tolerance based on the inverse distance
from the extremes of the agents’ opinions. This feature of opinion dynamics is akin to the “inten-
sity” conditioner of social learning, which refers to the relative magnitude of the effect that an
individual has in influencing another (Akers, 1998). For example, someone with extreme left-
wing opinions is unlikely to successfully change the opinions of someonewith extreme right-wing
opinions and vice versa. In each opinion dynamic exchange, there is one speaker that initiates the
exchange, and one listener that is selected by a stochastic factor. The exchange is governed by the
level of tolerance of the listener agent, which is calculated as: tj = 1 − α|oj| with a conservative
convergence level of α = 0.1. Interactions are classed as “successful” when the initial difference
in opinions is below the level of tolerance, as indicated by: |oj − oi| < tj. In this successful inter-
action, oj’s opinion is updated in the direction of oi’s to a degree dependent upon tj as defined by:
Δ𝑜𝑗 = 𝑡𝑗 ×

𝑜𝑖−𝑜𝑗

2
(see Figure 2).

Reflecting the different ways in which interactions take place in the real world, agents are also
able to interact via online communications. In line with the average amount of time Germans
spend on social media, agents can spend up to 25% of their leisure time using the internet (Global
Web Index, 2018). Through the internet, agents are given the option of communicating with one
of 10 randomly selected agents, reflecting a variety of opinions. Given that internet users prefer
to connect with similar people, the agent will select the agent with whom they have the highest
degree of convergence. Although the same opinion dynamics model was applied, the effects of
online communication are half the size of in-person interaction.9

5.5 Activity links

In our model, we use “activity links” to account for the development of preferences (Akers, 1998)
and self-selection over time (Wikström & Bouhana, 2017), which in turn impact routine activities
(Birks et al., 2008; Brantingham et al., 2008). Activity links are created between an agent and an
activity, linked to the place where it occurred, following a “successful” interaction between two
agents (an opinion exchange), or when a speaker agent informs a listener agent about a place
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472 WEISBURD et al.

F IGURE 3 Activity links

that the latter has yet to visit. As per Figure 3, an agent can have an unlimited number of activity
links, which vary in strength. Subsequent successful interactions at already linked places further
increase the weight of that link, and failed interactions decrease the weight.
Activity links also serve as a proxy for modeling the emergence of social networks as gener-

ated by the microlevel behaviors of agents, rather than through an imposed network structure
(e.g., randomnetworks). That is, the social networks that develop are the result of randomencoun-
ters, interactions, and preferences. Through the development of links with places in which agents
have mutually successful interactions, agents will therefore be implicitly linked to each other.
Although these networks are not explicitly modeled nor do they have any direct effects on opin-
ions, they do impact routine activities through future decision making. As such, the role of these
networks, characterized by the differential links between agents and places, determine the likeli-
hood of future interactions (by conditioning of priority) and in turn effects of these interactions.
In this way, social networks are endogenous to the model (Elsenbroich & Gilbert, 2014).

5.6 Noncitizen agents

In addition to citizen agents, themodel includes two types of agentswho are key to the social inter-
ventions we examine: community workers (at community centers) and police officers. Unlike cit-
izen agents, community workers can speak to multiple agents simultaneously. Community work-
ers opinion values are set at 1.5 SD from themean, in the direction of normative or positive values.
Although these agentsmaintain their own routine activities, theywork at a particular place. Police
agents engage in routine patrols and random stops. Although the nature of citizen–police interac-
tions is complex, we model it as being either positive or negative in nature, with stops by regular
police having negative effects, and stops by community policing officers being positive. Follow-
ing data on police stops in Neukölln, we calibrated a probability of 23% for a citizen to have an
encounter with police in one year.
The other type of agents included in the model are recruiter agents. These agents can influence

the opinions of citizen agents through the opinion-dynamics function—their opinions are set as
1.5 SD from the mean in the negative direction from normative values. In addition, they share
characteristics with police agents in that there is an exposure component to their interactionswith
citizen agents, where exposure impacts recruitment (see below). Recruiter agents also maintain
normative routine activities and only spend part of their time actively or passively engaged in
recruiting activities (6 h). The European Commission (2005) has already identified the existence
of “recruitment hotspots,” places where recruitment is most concentrated and successful (Vidino,
Marone, et al., 2017). As such, similar to community workers, recruiter agents will spend time at
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WEISBURD et al. 473

specific places. Although recruitment usually occurs at such places, it can also occur through
chance encounters during routine activities (Bouhana, 2013; Sageman, 2004).
An additional feature of recruiter agents is that although they can interact with any agent in

the model, they “target” high-risk agents, or otherwise “go out of their way” to interact with them
specifically (Bouhana, 2013; Hegghammer, 2013). This is accomplished by the recruiter agent “per-
ceiving” the risk status (radicalization) of citizen agents upon coming into contact with them.
Recruiter agents also develop amemory and preference for places in which they have successfully
interacted with high-risk agents, and form activity links with such places, increasing the likeli-
hood that they will repeatedly come into contact with agents with whom they have previously
had successful interactions.

5.7 Recruitment

In the 2008EuropeanValues Survey forGermany, 5.6% of respondents affirmatively answered that
terrorism could be justified, an item commonly used as a proxy for radicalization (Schmid, 2017;
Wolfowicz et al., 2021). In line with this statistic, we set a cutoff for “high-risk” agents susceptible
to recruitment as those agents in the top 5.6% of risk (radicalization) scores in the population at
any step in the model. As a result of the dynamic nature of agents’ risk, agents could fall in and
out of being high risk at different time periods.
In order for high-risk agents to become recruited, they have to interact with a recruiter agent.

The relationship that develops over time between a recruiter and a recruit has been described as
being a strong “friendship,” which “constitutes the essential foundation of terrorist recruitment”
(Yayla, 2020, p. 426). In this regard, although there is a lack of data concerning howmany hours of
interaction may be needed for recruitment to occur, recent research shows that around 200 hours
of interaction are needed for a new association to become a good friend, or for a friend to become
a best friend (Hall, 2019). We therefore created a normal distribution with a stochastic factor and
a mean of 200 hours of interactions between a recruiter and high-risk agent as being needed for
recruitment to occur.
Although it is difficult to know exactly how many individuals are actively engaged in recruit-

ment activities, we relied on available statistics to develop a suitable estimate. First, official statis-
tics show that there are 88 known Jihadists (already recruited and who engage in some recruit-
ing activities) who reside in Neukölln (Senate Department for Home Affairs & Sport, 2017). We
assume similar numbers exist for both right- and left-wing and other ideologies. Based on research
estimating hidden terrorist populations of around 50% (Asal & Rethemeyer, 2008; Benmelech &
Klor, 2020; Warner & Hulme, 2018), and in scaling these numbers to our population of 40,000
civilian agents (and rounding the estimate), we estimated 60 recruiter agents.

6 THE BASEMODEL

We used the rules described above to implement an ABM model in NetLogo.10 After extensive
calibration, we ran two separate sets of experiments, one for a 6-month intervention period and
one for a 12-month period. We conducted 40 runs of the base model and each of the intervention
models (for each intervention period) using a random seed. We note that both the selected time
frame and the number of runs fall well within the upper bands of what is commonly used in ABM
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474 WEISBURD et al.

applications in criminology (Groff et al., 2019). The parameters of the base model are displayed in
Table 3.

6.1 Model validation

In order to validate the basemodel,we ran a series of sensitivity tests that assesswhether themodel
is operating in a realistic manner for the 6-month intervention. First, we followed the approach of
manipulating key factors in the model to see whether they led to expected and consistent changes
in outcomes (Gerritsen, 2015; Gilbert, 2008). Extreme manipulations of these variables should
result in extreme changes to themodel’s outcomes—which was the case in ourmodels. For exam-
ple, we increased the proportion of males in the model by increments of 5%, and the proportion
of unemployed agents by increments of 10%. The proportion of agents with criminal history was
also increased to 5%, 10%, and 20%. In all cases, relevant outcomes increased in a relatively linear
fashion commensurate to these manipulations (see Appendix S3).
External validation was also conducted by comparing outputs in the model to real-world data.

One key outcome in our study is radicalization, which as noted above is commonly assessed by
measures of justification of terrorism.We expected that in running theABMwithout any interven-
tions, there would be little impact on overall radicalization (risk) for the citizen agents—because
there is little change in survey outcomes over short time periods.11 In fact, the average change in
radicalization across 40 runs of the ABM was only 0.8%.
With regard to recruitment, validating whether the base model produced a realistic numbers

of recruited individuals was more challenging, as it is difficult to estimate the scope and size of
membership in terrorist organizations, networks, and groups (Davies & Dawson, 2014; Kellett
et al., 1991). Estimates for membership in terrorist organizations and the number of foreign fight-
ers from Western countries have often been found to represent only half of the actual numbers
(Asal & Rethemeyer, 2008; Benmelech & Klor, 2020; Warner & Hulme, 2018). This is similar to
issues concerning the size of the hidden population of gangs and their members, who have often
been likened to terrorist groups and terrorists (Decker & Pyrooz, 2015). Some have estimated that
gang membership may be as much as two, and even three times higher than official estimates
(Pyrooz & Sweeten, 2015).
The ABM is intended to provide a portrait of the real level of recruitment and not simply of

the level of recruitment indicated by official data. Official statistics on offending therefore provide
only an “at least thismuch” estimate (Flyghed, 2013). According to statistics from the Berlin Police
(Polizei Berlin, 2018a, 2018b), the number of politicallymotivated criminal defendants recorded in
Neukölln in the first half of 2017 was 280. Taken as an “at least thismuch” estimate of recruitment,
a conservative dark figure of 50%, and scaling down to our population of 40,000, we estimated
80 recruited individuals at 6 months and 140 at 1 year. Across 40 simulations, our base model
produced an average of 77 recruited agents at 6 months and 158 at 1 year. As such we believe that
our base model produces a realistic base rate.

7 OUTCOMES OF THE EXPERIMENTS

The main outcomes of interest for the simulation experiments were radicalization (risk) and
recruitment, as well as the three opinion-based dynamic risk/protective factors: integration,
trust/legitimacy, and subjective deprivation. To analyze the overall treatment differences, we
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WEISBURD et al. 475

TABLE 3 Model parameters

Variable Description
Borough dimensions = 8100 cells
Cell = approximately 60 m2

Four adjacent neighborhoods with 45 cell long sidesa.

Activity radius = five cells At any tick of the model an agent has a range of five cells from the
cell at which they were located.

Model termination = 360 days Each simulation terminates after 360 days, or 6120 ticks (the 8 h of
sleep are collapsed, so each day = 16 h).

Number of citizens = 40,000 Population size previously identified to be sufficient for
identifying intervention effects and simultaneously being
computationally feasible.

Recruitment risk rate = 5.6% Agents with risk scores in the top 5.6% of scores are at risk of
recruitment. This proportion is equal to the percentage of the
German population who justified terrorism (a proxy for
radicalization) in the 2008 European Values Survey.

Number of police = 160 Based on numbers from the Berlin Police. All police engage in
regular patrol. Police–citizen interactions have negative effects
on trust/legitimacy opinions.
In the community policing intervention, 50% of police are
community police officers and have positive effects on
trust/legitimacy opinions.

Number of community workers 1/community center, increased to 4/community center in the
community worker intervention.
Opinions set at 1.5 SD below the mean (positive opinions).

Number of recruiter agents = 60 Distributed across neutral places.
Opinions set at 1.5 SD above the mean (negative positive
opinions).

Number of community centers = 9 Distributed across the model according to Google Maps.
Number of “risky” places = 16 Distributed across the model according to identification in the

literature.
Number of neutral places = 16
open, 140 “coffee” places
(public places).

Distributed across the model according to Google Maps.
Up to 20 agents can be located at any neutral place
simultaneously.

Amount of time to stay at
destinations:
Work and sleep = 8 h.
Leisure activities = 1 h.

After 1 h, an agent can continue with the same activity or move to
a new place.

Opinion-dynamics
tolerance = (1 – alpha ×
|opinion of listener|)
Convergence rate alpha = 0.1

Inversely proportional to intensity of opinion.

Time to recruitment = U(1,399)
Mean = 200

An at-risk citizen agent must spend time with a recruiter in order
to be recruited. A uniform distribution with a mean of 200 h
was set.

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; U, uniform random number.
aThese are fuzzy boundaries so agents may travel between adjacent communities.
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476 WEISBURD et al.

TABLE 4 Main results

Recruitment Radicalization Integration Trust Sub. deprivation
6 months
Base model 77.2 0.504 –0.109 –0.599 0.332
Employment 26.2*** 0.505 –0.109 –0.602 0.330
Community workers 79.88 0.467*** –0.185*** –0.679*** 0.237***
Community policing 78.38 0.503 –0.108 –0.617*** 0.330
12 months
Base model 157.63 0.510 –0.104 –0.583 0.340
Employment 50.98*** 0.508 –0.108* –0.589** 0.339
Community workers 156.83 0.470*** –0.185*** –0.669*** 0.237***
Community policing 150.98 0.503*** –0.109* –0.616*** 0.336

Note: The above displays the means of the number of recruited individuals and scores on radicalization and the three opinion
factors.
Statistical significance based on independent t-tests from 40 runs: ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.

compare themean scores for each factor and assess statistical significance using t-tests.We ran two
sets of ABMmodels—one representing a 6-month intervention period, and a second representing
a 12-month intervention period. Table 4 presents results for both of the experimental periods.

7.1 Intervention 1: Community workers

Community workers, as expected, did significantly impact the dynamic risk factors in the model,
producing a 70% improvement relative to the base model in integration in 6 months and a 78%
improvement in 12 months; a 13% improvement in trust in 6 months and a 15% improvement in
12 months; and a 29% reduction in subjective deprivation in 6 months and a 30% reduction in 12
months. Following this, there was a significant 7% reduction in radicalization relative to the base
model in 6 months and an 8% reduction in 12 months. However, the experimental intervention
did not significantly influence recruitment, either at 6 months or at 12 months.

7.2 Intervention 2: Community police officers

Community police officers had, as expected, produced a significant, although small, relative
improvement in trust of 3% in the 6-month ABM, which increased to 6% in the 12-month ABM.
In the 12-month ABM, the intervention also had a significant but small impact on integration
(a 5% improvement). In the 12-month ABM, the intervention also produced a very small (1.4%
relative reduction) but significant impact on radicalization.12 Overall, there was no significant
impact on recruitment found in either the 6-month or 12-month intervention periods.

7.3 Intervention 3: Increasing employment

In the 6-month ABM employment intervention, there are no significant impacts on any of the
three dynamic risk factors or radicalization overall. At the same time, the experiment led to very
large and significant relative reductions in recruitment. Although 77 citizens were recruited in
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WEISBURD et al. 477

the base model after 6 months, only 26 citizens were recruited in the intervention model. In the
12-month ABM, significant but small impacts are found for integration (a 3.7% relative improve-
ment) and trust (a 1% relative improvement), but not on radicalization over all. Again, strong and
significant impacts are found for recruitment: although 158 citizens were recruited in the base
model after 12 months, only 51 citizens were recruited in the intervention model.

8 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In these ABM experiments, we examined three key policy interventions (community policing,
increasing community workers, and increasing employment). Two of the interventions focused
primarily on dispositional elements of recruitment. They sought to reduce recruitment to ter-
rorism primarily through de-radicalization. Our ABMs were programmed to target dynamic
risk factors that would impact radicalization, and the outcomes of our ABMs suggest that the
interventions had the desired impact in the ABM experiments. Increasing community workers
at community centers impacted integration, trust and subjective deprivation, and had a strong
and significant impact on radicalization. Deploying community police officers had significant,
although small, impacts on trust and integration and radicalization (at 12months) and as expected
(given the specification of the model) had little impact on subjective deprivation. Importantly,
neither of these interventions showed significant impact on recruitment. These outcomes have
important policy implications, because existing programs often assume that successful counter-
radicalization programs will invariably lead to reductions in recruitment to terrorist groups.
Particularly in the case of the community workers experiment, where the impact on radicaliza-

tion was so strong, why did we not observe improvements in recruitment? Importantly, we found
little difference in recruitment outcomes both between 6 and 12 months as contrasted with the
base model suggesting that the explanation cannot be found simply in the length of the observed
outcome period.
We think that a key reason for this outcome relates to the relatively large number of susceptible

agents and the limited number of recruiter agents in our model. Following the EVS, we estimated
that 5.6% of the population of Neukölln were at high risk for recruitment. This means that there
were 2240 individuals who could be recruited at the initiation of our models. Even with a signif-
icant 8% reduction in radicalized individuals as a result of the community workers intervention,
there were still over 2000 agents who were at high risk. On the other hand, there were a lim-
ited number of recruiter agents (60 based on available data, see earlier). Given the time necessary
to recruit any particular individual, the ABMs suggest that massive reductions in radicalization
would be required for counter-radicalization programs of this type to reduce recruitment. Simply
stated, there is an almost endless stream of potential people to recruit in these models, but a lim-
ited number of recruiters to do so. Such a situation exists in many European and North American
cities, where levels of radicalization are around the 5% level.13
What this implies is that there may be a threshold of the proportion of the population suscep-

tible to recruitment, which when reached makes focusing on social prevention through counter-
radicalization a poor strategy for developing short-term achievements in combatting recruitment.
That is, when radicalization is sufficiently prevalent in the population, focusing on counter and
de-radicalization in vulnerable populations may not in itself prevent recruitment.
Does this mean that counter and de-radicalization programs should not be pursued? We think

that is a wrong conclusion to draw from our ABM experiments. Irrespective of the impacts
on recruitment to terrorism, in a democracy reducing radicalization is a positive and desirable
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outcome. Our findings suggest that both the community worker and community police officer
interventions can be expected to have positive impacts on dispositions of citizens and reduce risk.
Although the effects of community workers are broader, and they also had a greater impact on
radicalization per se, both interventions suggest promise in advancing positive societal values.
Although our ABMs indicate caution in relying on counter-radicalization programs to reduce

recruitment to terrorism, they suggest that situational prevention programshave promising poten-
tial. The employment intervention produced extremely large impacts on the number of individ-
uals recruited both in the 6-month intervention and the 12-month intervention. And it does not
appear that this impact is due primarily to the positive social interactions that might occur in
normative work environments. In the 6-month intervention, we did not find significant impacts
on any of three dynamic risk factors. In the 12-month experiment, we began to observe signifi-
cant but small impacts on integration and trust, but not a significant impact on radicalization.
What is interesting in our experiments is that despite the lack of meaningful impacts on disposi-
tions, the employment intervention does have a large impact on recruitment. This suggests that
the influence of the prevention program occurred primarily through themechanism of deflection.
Participants in the program no longer had the necessary time to spend with recruiters to be con-
verted to terrorists. Put simply, more time spent at work reduced the amount of available time to
move toward recruitment (Simi & Windisch, 2020).
Of course, it must be remembered that our findings are based on a simulation and caution

should be exercised in drawing conclusions regarding the impacts of these interventions in the
real world (Gilbert & Troitzsch, 2005; Groff, 2007; Groff et al., 2019;Weisburd et al., 2017).We built
our simulation on real data from a typical community that has high risk for radicalization and
recruitment. But were the characteristics of the agents different, and especially if radicalization
levels were lower, we might have observed different results. Accordingly, it is important to test
our model in other simulated settings, something which we encourage others to do based on the
open source code for our models.14
Wehave also implemented our interventions in essentially ideal conditions, or inwhat is at least

highly controlled conditions. In the real world, there are numerous, additional complications. For
example, although employment can be given to a high-risk individual, how to ensure that they
actually show up may be complicated and is not guaranteed.
Finally, our models analyzed recruitment in the short term, and they do not provide informa-

tion on very long-term effects. Indeed, counter-radicalization policies are often implemented as
part of a long-term strategy (Vidino, 2010; Vidino, Seamus, et al., 2017). It is quite possible that
over time, a significant enough reduction in the number of radicalized individuals, especially if
coupled with the targeting of recruiters, could reach a threshold where recruitment in our ABM
begins to decline (Bjørgo, 2013). While the lack of substantive changes in recruitment between
the 6-month and 12-month intervention periods does not suggest improvement over time, such
improvement may require specific thresholds of time. Similarly, in environments in which the
number of radicalized individuals at baseline is much smaller social interventions might have
stronger impacts. Identifying these thresholds was beyond the scope of our study but is certainly
a worthwhile goal for future ABMs.
With these limitations in mind, our ABMs suggest that social programs that rely on impacting

radical attitudes are not likely to reduce recruitment to terrorism. In contrast, our employment
experiment, which focused primarily on using deflection to reduce opportunities for recruitment,
shows promising outcomes. Taken together, our ABM experiments suggest that the logic of public
policies that rely on counter-radicalization programs to reduce recruitment is flawed. At the same
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time, outcomes of ourABMexperiments point to the promise of situational prevention approaches
in reducing terrorist recruitment in communities.
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ENDNOTES
1There are certainly cases in which recruits are not necessarily strongly radicalized or even the most radicalized.
There has also been recent theorizing of ways in which recruitment, or involvement in radical behaviors, gives
rise to cognitive radicalization. Although we acknowledge these alternative approaches, we adopt the approach
that underpins the prevailingwisdomandmost of counter-radicalization policy (Moskalenko&McCauley, 2020).

2Each simulation in our study needed about 8 days to be completed, for a total of 1280 computation hours on a
super computer at the Hebrew University. For each intervention and the base model, we ran 40 trials leading
to a total of over 200,000 simulated hours. In addition to this, many additional hours were needed for building,
testing, calibrating, and validating the models.

3Normative or risky meeting places were created by having at least one agent at the place with unusually high or
low values on dynamic risk factors (1.5 SD from themean). These agentswere also given the ability to interactwith
multiple agents at the same time. Due to a lack of studies of known meeting places for left wing radicalization,
we relied on media reports that detailed known “squatting” places of anarchists who have been raided by police,
as well as other places associated with left-wing extremism and recruitment.

4The European Values Survey is a nationally representative survey. The 2008 survey for Germany included 2018
respondents.

5Because thereweremultiple agentswith similar characteristics, a stochastic factorwas used to distribute criminal
history among them at random each run of the model.

6See Appendix S2 for a listing of the items included in the scales.
7 Importantly, the systematic review suggested that the risk and protective factors influencing radicalization and
recruitment did not significantly differ across ideology, and accordingly our model does not distinguish between
different types of ideologies (e.g., right-wing, left-wing, religious, etc.).

8The model includes 6120 steps, with each step representing a 1-h time frame, representing a 12-month period
minus the 8 h per day in which agents sleep.

9This decision was based on the magnitude of the effect sizes for differential associations and online communica-
tions identified in a systematic review and meta-analysis (Wolfowicz et al., 2020). In general, it has been found
that face-to-face interactions have a greater effect than mediated interactions on a wide range of cognitive and
behavioral outcomes (see Sprecher, 2014).

10The code for the model is available online at https://github.com/LABSS/PROTON-T; see also Appendix S1: ODD
Protocol.

11Research has found that although there are some annual changes in the proportion of “radicalized” individuals
in a population, as assessed by justification of terrorism, the average mean is relatively stable over long periods
(Schumann, Rottweiler, & Gill, 2020). The 2017 EVS survey (N = 2132) replaced the 2008 survey’s item on justifi-
cation of terrorism with a new item measuring justification of politically motivated violence, using a 1–10 Likert
scale. Combined, responses in the range of 4–10 are equal to 6.1%, a 0.5% difference from the 5.6% justifiers of
terrorism in the 2008 EVS survey.
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12 It is important to remember that outcomes in each experiment are based on average scores across a large number
of agents. In this context, the standard errors for outcomes calculated across agents are very small leading to even
very modest outcomes being statistically significant.

13As per the above, the average rate of justification of terrorism according to the 2008 European Values Survey
was 5.6%. This number is similar to what has been found inWestern European countries in the 2006 PEWGlobal
Values Survey, according towhich the combined response for suicide bombings being rarely, sometimes and often
justified, was 4.3% (e.g., Berger, 2016; Zhirkov et al., 2014). The responses for U.S. samples have been somewhat
similar. For example, the 2007 PEW survey for the United States found that 6% of respondents felt that suicide
bombings could sometimes be justified, and a further 2% that they could often be justified (McCauley, 2012).

14We did develop a beta version for examining impacts under different population conditions (reflecting a range
of other cities in Europe). This effort suggested that the main findings here can be replicated when the model is
populated using data from other contexts. See http://193.142.112.115:8020/.
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